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JUNE PUBLIC INFO & GENERAL MEETING NIGHT Tuesday 18th
6:30pm for 7pm start.
Flexible Learning Centre, 90 Clarke street, Manunda
Clarke Street comes off Hoare on the Salvos Corner. Has wheel chair access.
If you can spare the time, come early (6.15) to help us set up tables and chairs.
Members please bring a plate of food to share when we have a break for dinner, or make a small
donation towards the refreshment costs.
OOH and bring a friend, all welcome but !
Financial Members are free but un- financial members and non members pay $5 for the info
night and dinner

Guest Speaker:
Daryl Killin, is a professional forester with 20 years experience in tropical
forestry, with time spent in both government and corporate roles. As a Director
of Select Carbon Pty Ltd, I now develop and manage carbon and forestry
projects that provide carbon credits for clients looking to manage their carbon
emissions. Select Carbon is recognised under the federal government’s Carbon
Farming Initiative as a Recognised Offsets Entity. Our Native Conifer Carbon
Sink Project is Australia’s first carbon sink project approved under the
Permanent Environmental Plantings approved methodology of the Carbon
Farming Initiative.
He will be talking about Biochar and the Carbon Sink Project in North
Queensland.

Principle 6 - Produce no waste
We continue with the presentation of another of the 12 Principles of
Permaculture as written by David Holmgrem.
The earthworm is a suitable icon for this Principle as it lives by consuming
plant waste which it converts into humus, that improves the soil for itself, for
soil micro-organisms, and for the plants.
If you would like to know more about David Holgrom’s Principles and Practices of
Permaculture see them at http://permacultureprinciples.com

News from the Management Committee
Permaculture Cairns is now a member of Lets so we can accept 50% Bartles and 50%
Cash for workshop fees for the SKILLING WORKSHOPS SERIES.
We cannot accept Bartles for memberships fees.
For those that don’t know what Bartles are, then you need to join LETS a local energy
transfer system which keeps the energy and money within the local area. Once you
have joined Lets you can trade with others in Lets for goods and services with no money
changing hands or part money and part Bartels.

Tegan , Bruce and Leon are the organisers for the Monthly Meetings if you have
something to add to the meetings please speak with one of these great people
who all hold a Permaculture Design Certificate.

SKILLING WORKSHOP SERIES

Ferro Cement Construction
With Bruce Zell
Saturday 15th June 9am for 9.30 start – Finish 12.30

Introducing Your Workshop Facilitator
Bruce Zell has worked as a tradesman solid render plaster, concreter,
steel fixer and Structural Landscaper in the Cairns Region for over 40
years
He has worked on a Ferro cement yacht construction, made numerous in
ground water gardens, swimming pools and very large water garden
pots and garden edging. Bruce has experimented with a variety of add
mixes including colour oxides, plasticisers and waterproofing agents,
textured coatings and surfaces. He has introduced glass windows,
underwater lighting and power inlets for submersible pumps

About: Creating Structures in your Garden Landscape
Timber, Steel, Plastics Formed Concrete and other materials just don’t
always quite cut it with some projects around your garden landscape or
farm. Timber has to be maintained and treated to beat rot and termites.
Steel rusts. Plastic well its plastic. Concrete is kind of clumsy and can
take up valued space. All of the above are expensive

There is an alternative that has been used for a very long time that




is not attacked by termites,
 does not rust,
 is very strong
 has a thin profile
 is much cheaper
 lasts for a long time
 is relatively cheap
 not rocket science
requires minimal tools & equipment

The Ferro Cement Workshop
Bruce provides a very hands on experience with the construction of a
Ferro Cement sleeper, with a focus on garden edging. Demonstrating
the use of wire, steel fabric, tie wire, clips, render mixing and
application.
He will explain how to work Ferro cement into a properly finished
product demonstrating design, materials selection, site set up, tools,
preparation and process.
You will have the opportunity to see video footage that Bruce and others
have produced in North Qld as well as other footage that has been
collected of a variety of projects both big and small especially for this
workshop.
Hopefully there is something in this for you. Enough at least to go home
and get started immediately with little effort.
COST:- $40 or LETS Members $20 and 20 Bartles
Morning tea is provided

Registration is essential
To register email:- workshops@permaculturecairns.org.au
Payment is required by the 10th June.
Payment may be made in person at Cairns Penny Bank in Grafton Street or
ONLINE to Permaculture Cairns Bank Account BSB 704-966 A/c
100009440.(Please use your surname and Ferro as the Reference), by MAIL TO
PO Box 6535 CAIRNS, OR Permaculture Meetings, 3rd Tuesday of the month

How to make a Wicking Bed
With Len Specht
Saturday 6th July 9am for 9.30 Start – Finish
12.30
This is a hands on workshop where you will
make your own wicking bed from materials
supplied.
A Wicking bed is a large pot with a water
reservoir in the base, the water wicks up
through the soil to water the plants. Benefits:
No need to water every day, saves water and
plants are moist at all times.
Len will advise on fittings and potting mix and
how to check the water levels.
COST:- $40 or LETS Members $20 and 20 Bartles
Morning tea is provided

Registration is essential
To register email:- workshops@permaculturecairns.org.au
Payment is required by the 1st July.
Payment may be made in person at Cairns Penny Bank in Grafton Street or ONLINE to Permaculture
Cairns Bank Account BSB 704-966 A/c 100009440.(Please use your surname and Wicking as the
Reference), by MAIL TO PO Box 6535 CAIRNS, OR at Permaculture Meetings, 3 rd Tuesday of the month.
...............................................................................................................................................................................

NEWS
The Queensland government
Is looking for input on their plan for the next 30 years at
http://queeenslandplan.qld.gov.au/get-involved/have-your-say/index.html
Please find the time to HAVE YOUR SAY, it would be good if all who receive this newsletter spent
a little time to tell the pollies just what we want for our Queensland.

CAIRNS REGIONAL COUNCILS - Green Thumb
Check out the new website on Sustainable Living and
make a comment, there is $2000 up for grabs for someone
just by adding a topic or making a comment.

News from CSIRO
An interesting article on
Composting and vermicomposting of cattle manure and green wastes under tropical
conditions: carbon and nutrient balances and end product quality.
http://www.publish.csiro.au/nid/84/paper/SR13031.

SOME BAD NEWS
The electric ant, Wasmannia auropunctate, is an exotic pest ant that is only found in the
Cairns region of Australia. The electric ant is considered to be one of the world’s top 100
worst invasive species. They are a serious environmental economic and social pest causing a
decline in diversity and abundance of invertebrates, vertebrates and some plants due to
predation.
What do they look like?
Workers are 1 to 1.5mm in length, light brown to golden brown in colour; deliberate but
slow moving, usually forming distinctive foraging lines. They tend to use manmade objects
as pathways, eg. Fence lines, concrete edges, coppice logs, sleepers etc.
If you find a suspect ant you can call 132 523 and ask for a free yard check or sample pick
up, or bring a sample into the DAFF office at 21-23 Redden Street, Portsmith.
Where are they found?
First confirmed as present in Australia in Smithfield in May 2006, since then they have been
found in many of the Cairns northern suburbs, as well as Port Douglas, Kuranda, Redlynch,
Brinsmead, Kanimbla and most recently Bentley Park.
Because they do not form distinctive nests they can be very difficult to spot, They do not
dig holes but prefer to nest in or under objects. The most common areas of a property that
electric ant can be found are in garden beds under the leaf litter, in or under logs, stones,
bricks and blocks, pot plants, garden sleepers, or other things left in a garden for any length
of time: in trees (especially fruit trees or those with epiphytes) around water, such as ponds,
pools or outside taps: along fence lines, concrete edges and other man- made pathways.
How are they spread?

The most common method is through human assisted movement and in Cairns this means
movement of infested pot plants or other high risk materials, such as plants or plant related
items, pots, cuttings, garden waste, soil, fence palings, containers such as bins, bee hives,
cartons, garden sleepers, mulch, hay or straw, building waste materials formwork and skip
bins.
The majority of infestations in the past have been traced to the inadvertent movement of
contaminated pot plants or the illegal dumping of green waste.
If you would like any other information please call 13 25 23 or visit our web site at
www.biosecurity.qld.gov.au

MORE BAD NEWS(An article from the US groups who investigate and report on food
and environmental products we should be buying) Their web site: EWG.org
Environmental Working Group’s Guide to Triclosan
Triclosan is an antibacterial chemical found in many consumer products.

Where is triclosan found?
It’s nearly ubiquitous in liquid hand soap and dishwashing detergent, but those aren’t the
only products it’s in. Triclosan is also a common ingredient in toothpaste, facewash, deodorant, a
host of personal care products, and even mattresses, toothbrushes and shoe insoles.
A U.S. FDA advisory committee has found that household use of antibacterial products provides no
benefits over plain soap and water, and the American Medical Association recommends that triclosan
not be used in the home, as it may encourage bacterial resistance to antibiotics.

What problems are associated with triclosan?
Triclosan is linked to liver and inhalation toxicity, and low levels of triclosan may disrupt thyroid function.
Wastewater treatment does not remove all of the chemical, which means it ends up in our lakes, rivers and
water sources. That’s especially unfortunate since triclosan is very toxic to aquatic life.

HOW TO AVOID TRICLOSAN
Forgo antibacterial soap.
The American Medical Association says not to use it at home.

Watch for triclosan (and triclocarban) in personal care products.
Read ingredient labels or use Skin Deep to find products free of triclosan and
triclocarban, its chemical cousin.

Avoid “antibacterial” products.
Triclosan is used in everyday products like toothbrushes, toys, and cutting boards that
may be labeled “antibacterial,” or make claims such as “odor-fighting” or “keeps food fresher, longer.”

Triclosan may be in these products:
soap and dishwashing liquid
towels
mattresses
sponges
personal care products
shower curtains
toothbrushes
phones
kitchenware and plastic food containers
shoes
flooring and carpets
cutting boards
clothing and fabrics, toys

MORE NEWS ABOUT GENETICALL MODIFIED WHEAT
USDA Expands Investigation Into Escape of Experimental Monsanto GM
Wheat
By Elizabeth Renter
The USDA appears to be more concerned than they’re letting on to over the escape of Monsanto’s genetically modified wheat
into the environment, expanding the investigation to include an additional number of investigators.
When the United States government says no to something, particularly a crop with unknown health effects that could be spread to
the masses, Monsanto executives might want to listen up. Unless of course the USDA has let them run a little wild until now,
spreading their franken-seeds all over the land.
Though it isn’t clear how unapproved genetically modified wheat from Monsanto ended up growing in the wilds of Oregon, the
investigation seeking to figure that out has just been expanded. According to Reuters, last week there were 9 investigators from the
USDA on the ground. Monday, the U.S. government announced that team had grown to 15, all the while saying the wheat likely
hasn’t made its way to “commerce.”

Still, when the announcement was made last week that the wheat was verified as Monsanto’s GM wheat (known
as MON71800), several countries let it be known they weren’t pleased and would not assume their imports were
GM-free.
South Korea and other Asian countries as well as the European Union said they would all be subjecting their
imports to rigorous testing. Japan even spoke out, rejecting any further wheat from the U.S.’s Pacific Northwest.
“Although our preliminary test result shows no genetically modified wheat was found, we are aiming to test all
samples of wheat and flour imported from the U.S.,” said an official from Korea’s Ministry of Food and Drugs.
Such scrutiny could ultimately hurt wheat markets as the country sourced roughly half of its total wheat imports
from the U.S. last year.
The escapee wheat was discovered in April on an 80-acre field in Oregon. Farmers found the wheat when they
realized it had survived spraying of the weed-killer glyphosate. The GM wheat was crafted by Monsanto
specifically to resist pesticide exposure; it was ‘RoundUp Ready’.
Global resistance to GM crops and wheat forced the company to stop work on the product several years ago,
before it was ever approved. The last field trial was conducted in 2005.
So, how did the “experimental strain” of wheat get into an Oregon field? We don’t know and there’s no
telling if we will ever be privy to that information. In the meantime, the USDA is in damage control mode,
working to ensure Monsanto’s recklessness doesn’t have disastrous effects on the worth of U.S. wheat on the
global markets.

This article was published at NationofChange at: http://www.nationofchange.org/usda-expands-investigationescape-experimental-monsanto-gm-wheat-1370615966. All rights are reserved.

Date claimers
Seed Savers up North
Meeting Notice
Our meetings are friendly and informal.
It’s a time where we meet to share/exchange seeds and plant materials,
to swap ideas with and gather knowledge from other local gardeners.
Our Next Meeting will be held on:
Sunday 16th June 2013
Come anytime from 10:00am to 4pm
We will pack, clean, & register seeds,
share lunch and then wander through the garden,
followed by afternoon tea.
Venue:
Michael & Lindy Alba
17 Middlemiss St
Mareeba
For further information contact
Lindy on 40921116

LETS June Calendar
Saturday 15th – 9am-12.30pm – Ferro Cement Construction – Permaculture Cairns Skilling Workshop. Cost:
$20+20B. Registration is essential – To register email workshops@permaculturecairns.org.au with your LETS
membership number. This is a Permaculture Cairns Event.
Sunday 16th - 2-5pm - Cassowary Coast Trade Afternoon at Johnstone River Community Garden, 19 Flying Fish
Point Road. Bring afternoon tea to share. Tea/Coffee by gold coin donation. Children welcome. Contact Suari for
more info 0403115261. Cassowary Coast Trade Afternoons are almost always on the third Sunday of the month.
Car pooling/collection service encouraged from the Tablelands and Cairns!
Tuesday 18th – 6.30pm - LETS Trading at Permaculture Cairns meetings at the Flexible Learning Centre, 90 Clarke
Street, Manunda. Cost for non-members to attend is $5 for info session and supper.
Tuesday 18th - Doors open 7pm for a 7.30pm start. Movies that Matter – The Human Experience. What does it
mean to be human? The film is divided into the three experiences… New York, Peru, and Ghana. Rated PG. Film
Night at The Closet Hippy shop in Malanda. Refreshments available to purchase (please support our hosts),
bring a small plate of healthful finger food to share if you wish during the film, and maybe a coat or blanket for
your lap if it’s a cold night! Entry by donation of $/B. Phone The Closet Hippy shop on 04 3864 2498.
Saturday 22nd – 12.30-2.30pm - Yungaburra Trade Afternoon and Solstice Picnic Lunch in the Rotunda in
Maude Kehoe Park. Bring a picnic rug or chair, lunch and drinks! Trading Record Sheet and pen, any goods you
wish to trade, promotional material of any services you are offering if applicable. Children most welcome. This
event is directly after the Yungaburra Markets, across the road, and it is right near the playground and toilets.
Contact Melitta – 0437216122.
Saturday 29th – 2-4pm – Malanda Trade Afternoon at Mary & Mathieu’s place, 7 Cleminson
Close. Bring afternoon tea to share. Children welcome. Phone 4096 6651.
What to bring to Trade Night events where not specified above:
Food & drinks for yourself or to share, or money and/or Bartles at some venues
Friends
Trading Record Sheet and pen

Any goods you wish to trade
Table/rug to display them upon is often useful
Your own chair at some venues
Promotional material of any services you are offering if applicable
$20 to join LETS if you are not yet a member
Not yet a member? Becoming a Tableland LETS account holder entitles you to:
Trade in Bartles with over 460 households and businesses across FNQ
Use the online noticeboard for trading at Community Exchange
Attend trade events, film nights and workshops and other LETS events
Connect with a huge network of LETS Users
Would you like to host a regular or one-off Trade or other LETS event? Contact us!
tablelandlets@gmail.com - 4096 6972 - lets.clearwater.com.au
www.communityexchange.net.au

30th June
Home Grown – Regional food showcase Lunch Event
Community Foods Co- operative would like you to join them for “Home Grown” a
regional food showcase. This banquet style, 3 course luncheon combines the
amazing culinary talents of Craig Squire from the Ochre Restaurant and Davy
O’Rourke from The Clever Duck. These chefs will be joining forces to prepare the
lunch and giving you a firsthand account of life on the land up north. You will have
the opportunity to chat with the farmer directly, hear them speak about their year
so far and take home a menu, recipes and listing of available local foods.
Tickets are $45 each, for 12.30pm on Sunday 30th June at the Clever Duck, Forest
Gardens. Book online at http://www.comfoods.org.au

Permaculture Design Course
30 Sept – 13 Oct 2013 at Ghost Gum Farm
DESIGNING A SIMPLER, MORE CONNECTED LIFE WITH PERMACULTURE
Ghost Gum Farm and Sustainability Alliance FNQ is hosting a Permaculture Design Course
at Rossville (near Cooktown) from September 30 to October 13 2013.
The 14 day course run byRick Coleman from the Southern Cross Permaculture Institute, will start the day
after Wallaby Creek Festival finishes – www.wallabycreekfestival.org.au
Choosing to do a Permaculture Design Course (PDC), is a big commitment that we take very seriously;
offering a high quality and memorable experience. This will be our first PDC here and we look forward to
you sharing this with us.
This course will give you holistic decision-m solutions for food, water and energy security; regenerative
shelter; building social capital; developing a sustainable economy, renewing local communities on all scales,

and many other needs. It will allow you to find solutions to the challenges presented by life in a postindustrial, debt and consumption based society, particularly understanding why there are rising living costs
and how we, as individuals and communities, can evolve with it.
Permaculture uses ecological principles to design sustainable human communities that are harmoniously
woven into the environment and that aim to have the diversity, stability, and resilience of natural
ecosystems. It offers a framework for critical decision-making and right livelihood.
The permaculture design course teaches whole-systems thinking. What does that mean? Most of the time
we're taught to think in terms of things: the parts and pieces that make up our world. This approach allows
us to exclude supposed “externalities” like pollution, social disunity and other 'side effects', which often
come back to haunt us later on. Systems thinking focuses on the relationships among the parts, the features
that emerge from these relationships (often unexpectedly, just as suburban sprawl emerged from
transportation improvements), and how the parts come together to make up greater wholes.
Systems thinking is the key to sustainable living. This certificate course will introduce you to strategies and
tools for designing and living in landscapes, homes, businesses, and communities that are regenerative – that
is, that go beyond not just depleting resources and the human spirit, but renewing and invigorating them.
In this course you will meet people concerned about the same things you are, and be inspired by them, and
in many cases, form new collaborative relationships with them. Many people find Permaculture Design
Courses to be one of the most transformative experiences of their lives. We hope you do as well.
A detailed understanding of Rick's Permaculture philosophy and background can be found here:
http://www.aidreview.gov.au/publications/sub-coleman.pdf
You can find out more about Rick Coleman and his previous Permaculture Design Courses at:
Website: http://www.southerncrosspermaculture.com.au/welcome/
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/SouthernCrossPermaculture
Youtube: http://www.youtube.com/user/SustainabilitySolved?feature=watch
There will also be special guest speakers throughout the course and farm tours.
Topics Covered:
❇ Origins, Development, Ethics & Principles of Permaculture
❇ Energy Diversification; Production and Use – Static and Transportation
❇ Basics of Ecology & Proven Knowledge on Climate, Water, Soils and Trees
❇ Alternative and Complimentary; Formal and Informal Trade and Finance
❇ Aquaculture & Appropriate Design and Technology
❇ Pattern Literacy and Understanding
❇ Energy Efficient Housing, Natural Building/Vernacular Architecture & Eco Village Design
❇ Designing for Different Climatic Zones & Disaster Mitigation Strategies
❇ Food Production Systems from an Urban to Rural Scale & Animal Integration
❇ Bioregional & Local Strategies for Community Resilience and Capacity Building
❇ Design Methods & Tools for Creative Design and Process
….. and much much more
Costs & Accommodation: The course fee of $1500 (early bird price $1200 before July 1)includes handouts,
all meals and camping. There are no other expenses. Sponsorship Packages through SAFNQ, social benefit
discounts, LETS community currency part payments, work in exchange, and pension card holder rates are
offered for this PDC. Offers are limited. Contact us to book.

You will be required to bring a tent, bedding, personal items, toiletries, any specific dietary requirements,
and pen/paper. Mobile phone/broadband reception is available after a 10 minute walk. Please bring with you
any resources you want to share with others in the course, including dvds, as there may be film screenings.
Please Note – Places are limited to 25 participants, so to avoid disappointment secure your place on the
course with a $300 (non-refundable) deposit. Please email for bank deposit details.
This is a child friendly event with earth friendly activities organised for our children.
For more information about the course please contact Scott, SAFNQ PDC Community Project Manager, at
Ghost Gum Farm.
We look forward to sharing this experience with you.
For more information please contact Scott White, PDC Community Project Manager Sustainability Alliance
FNQ
Email: courses@ghostgumfarm.com.au ☎ 07 4015 2339
http://www.ghostgumfarm.com.au/

http://www.sustainfnq.org/

What permaculturists are doing is the most important activity that any group is doing on the planet. We
know what details of a truly sustainable future are to be like, but we need options, we need people
experimenting in all kinds of ways and permaculturists are one of the critical gangs that are doing that”
....................................................................................................................................................................

INTERNATIONAL PERMACULTURE CONVERGENCE
CUBA November – December 2013
A Permaculture Design Course facilitated by internationally renowned teachers:
Ron berezan (CA), Brock Dolman (USA), Paulo Mellet (UK), Eric Toensmeier (USA) and Cuba’s own
Roberto Perez Rivero.
A 3 day Conference with the theme “Island Permaculture, urban Permaculture and Permaculture and
Climate Change”
A 5 day Convergence
Visits to permaculture and sustainability sites in Havana and two provinces of Cuba to see examples
of Permaculture CUBA STYLE.

KEY EVENTS AND DATES
Pre IPC International PDC
11-24 November 2013 Havana, Cuba
Conference Dinner and Gala
24 November 2013
Havana, Cuba
International Permaculture conference
25 – 27 November 2013 Havana Cuba
Visit to Urban Perrmaculture sites
28 November 2013-04-08 Havana, Cuba
Convergence
th
29 November – 3 December, 2013
Los Cocos, Mayabeque, Cuba
Permaculture tours

From December 4th 2013

More Info - Web Site: http://ipc11cuba.com
..............................................................................................................................................
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PERMACULTURE MEMBERS CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT
SECTION
RESOURCES:
Carol has lots of mature Moringa Tree cuttings for sale at $2 each. (I charge for these as I paid
someone to cut the tree down.) Available at meetings or ring 0414 900 717
PERMACULTURE CAIRNS NOTES from last years’ Resilient Communities Workshops.
The Notes are available for purchase at the cost of only $10.
This is a very informative booklet, definitely worth having. Available at meetings
VEGGIE VILLAGE DVD – a great little DVD with lots of info for those wanting to start a garden,
worm farm, composting etc. only $10 – available at meetings
SERVICES: Bruce Zell is a Permaculture Design Certificate Holder and can advise on designing
and growing your garden for a fee, this could save you lots of $$$$$$$$ in the long run. Contact
Bruce for more details.
SHARING:
Carol has lots of Arrowroot and Turmeric for FREE if you dig them up, contact Carol at
meetings or ring 0414 900 717
A PLEA FOR HELP: Cairns head of special Education Services, Samallie Kasirye grew up in
poverty in the village of Kalapata in Uganda and moved to Australia. She returned to her home
village a few years ago to find the people struggling with poverty. She established the Kalapata
Children’s Charity to help her community. She is currently sponsoring twenty-two children from
poor families and assisting to establish a medical clinic while helping families with gifts of seeds,
educational materials, HIV/AIS education and basic household items. The charity recently
purchased 1,500 trees at a cost of just $250 and has also contributed to the community by giving
gifts of goats and cows. Samallie is returning to Uganda in late June so we want to raise enough
money for her to buy a goat for her community. It takes two to tango so if we can buy two goats
they can produce more goats to provide for more families within the village. We would appreciate
any donations of either money or seeds for this community. All donations are gratefully received.
This article is from the June Enviromart Newsletter, so see Di at Enviromart Australia if you have
any spare cash or seeds for a good cause.
___________________________________________________________________________________
That’s it for me, I hope to catch up with you at the meeting on Tuesday night.
Enjoy the wonderful weather we are having and good gardening.
Cheers and go lightly on the land.
Carol

Memberships are now WAY WAY WAY OVERDUE!!!!!
All memberships become due and payable on the 31st December each year. These fees help us to
keep things rolling, for example, public liability insurance, stationery, equipment, garden club
subscription, bank fees etc – only $20 for Singles and $30 for Households, unchanged since 2007.
AND our INSURANCE only covers people for FOUR visits to our meetings so if you have been to
four meetings and have not become a financial member and intend to attend meetings you need to
cover yourself and Permaculture Cairns by signing up as soon as possible.
You can pay at meetings, or online into our Permaculture Cairns Bank Account: BSB 704-966
A/c. 100009440 with your Surname as reference. And an email to the Acting Treasurer would be
excellent - carollaing@hotmail.com, while Lania is away on holidays

